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Lesson Plan: Thinking critically about the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict  
Grade:  10         Length: 7 – 8  days 
 
Goal:  To encourage student interest in contemporary political issues and to promote the 
use of critical thinking skills to analyze news items, articles, and essays.  
 
Standards:  
AZ Language Arts:  

• Strand 1 – Reading Process, Concept 6 – Comprehension Strategies 
• Strand 3 – Comprehending Information Text, Concept 1 – Expository Text 

o PO 2 – Distinguish supported inferences from unsupported 
inferences 

o PO 4 – Organize information from primary and secondary sources 
o PO 5 – Interpret graphic sources of information 
* Connects with Research Strand in Writing 

AZ Social Studies: Strand 2 - World History 
• Concept 1 – Research skills for History, PO 5- Evaluate Primary and 

Secondary Sources 
• Concept 9 – Contemporary World, 

o PO 2c, 2d – Background of the Modern Middle East conflicts 
o PO 5 – Connect Current Events with Historical Events using a 

variety of sources 
 

Objectives:   
1. After a lesson in close reading, SWBAT identify the evidence that supports a writer’s 
claim by independently completing a detailed analysis worksheet on two new sources.   
2. After lessons on conducting research and time for independent research, SWBAT 
correctly cite and use two or more sources in a classroom debate.  
3. After completion of this unit, SWBAT express the value of research in his own words.  
  
Resources: 
1. Set of tourist photos (courtesy of E. Kopelman) *Separate File  
2. Map of Israel with territories 
3. Sample texts for modeling and guided practice *Separate File 
       a. “Jerusalem city center struggles to survive” A. Lightner (Jan. 28, 2002) 
       b. “Palestinian’s plight, Holocaust are not analogous”  C. Halpern (July 9, 2009) 
       c. “Israel dismantles dozen of West Bank roadblocks” (Sept. 17, 2009) 
       d. “Mahmoud, owner of a demolished house” Occupied Voices, Ch. 12, W. Perlman 
       e. “Palestinian’s threaten unilateral action to declare Palestinian state” (2009)        
4. Student Guide: Analyzing Informational Text (worksheet) 
5. NPR webcast “Graffiti Artists Decorate Bethlehem Barrier”  December 24, 2007; 
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=17497631  
6. “Demonizing Israel won’t change Middle East” Thomas L. Friedman; Op-Ed, Arizona 
Daily Star, August 13, 2010.  
7. www.library.pima.gov (Go  to research tools – EBSCOhost) 
8. PowerPoint - Background presentation to students *Separate File 
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9. OPTIONAL:  www.linktv.org , Arab Labor, season one, episode one “The Car”   
10. OPTIONAL: Music videos on YouTube by Dam (“Born Here”) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAIp7U0oFug 
or Noa and Miri Awad (“We can work it out”) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rn12wcZaZF8  
 
Key Terms:  
* The following terms should already be in the students’ vocabulary but may need to be 
taught if not already addressed.  
claim      inference      perspective       primary source       secondary source 
bias         opinion evidence  thesis   concrete abstract 
(Assumes some prior instruction on  abstraction ladder in English class.) 
 
Steps for Instruction 
 
1. Setting Purpose/Objectives:  
“This week while we are learning to read critically and analytically.  This is an essential 
step in any research project.  Research skills for English and History overlap.  You can 
see our mutual objective posted on the board.   
 

    “I will be able to identify if the strengths and weaknesses of an article’s 
supporting arguments.” 
 

This is important because understanding that writer’s have a purpose and a point to their 
writing is only the beginning.  If we cannot identify bias or opinion from real facts, then 
emotional appeals or false reasoning will sway our judgment. Your research papers will 
benefit from the extra time you take when reading the sources.  I will be giving you the 
topic and materials for this week’s research activity and will expect you to apply these 
concepts in a later project where you will pick the topics and find the materials.  A 
research topic should always intrigue you and your audience.  Let’s see if this interests 
you.”  (Note: Classes may skip the word association and go directly to the photos.)  
 
2. Anticipatory Set:  Free Word Association. Ask students to write down the thoughts 
and ideas that come to them in response to one single word. Ask for 5 – 8  ideas, then 
write the word “wall” on the board.  Once students have a short list of idea, ask for a 
student volunteer to write the ideas around the word “wall” on the board.  Answers will 
vary.  No response is wrong. Discuss their input briefly.  If all input reflects concrete 
associates, discuss abstract associations.   
 
3. Creating Questions for Research. Announce that they will be looking at some photos 
of a wall (resource #1). At first, just ask them to look at the photos and think about what 
they see.  Most students will begin to generate questions on their own.  Note the good 
questions but do not give answers at this time. Ask students to come up with 5 questions 
that might lead to an explanation about this wall and its significance.  Students may work 
in small groups (3-4) but must write their questions on paper.  Remind students to refer to 
the initial input or use questions words (who, what, when, where, why, how) if they feel 
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stuck.  Teacher circulates and guides if needed.    After a few minutes, each group must 
place one or two of the questions on the board. Together students and teachers refine the 
list of questions and agree on five that they will answer through additional research.   
   
4. Connecting to Prior Knowledge: Give students the answer to one question – location.  
The photos were taken at a checkpoint near Bethlehem in Israel (Spring 2010). Explain 
that the photos could be considered a primary source. (Discuss if needed.)  Ask what they 
know about Bethlehem and Israel.  Show a current map. Identify Bethlehem, Jerusalem, 
Tel Aviv, Gaza, and the West Bank. (Is the map a primary source or secondary source?)  
Ask “Would any of this answer your questions?”   Students add answers to their paper.  
 
 
5. Modeling: Teacher gives a brief talk on research – using Internet and search terms – to 
demonstrate how these items where located. (Search term: Israeli-Palestinian conflict). 
Teacher demonstrates close reading techniques using a news article. Alternately, teachers 
may use Talking to the Text strategy.  Students have copies; they read along and fill out 
comments on their own copies.  Next, teacher leads students through a worksheet with 
key requirements from the history standards (resource # 4).  My selected item was 
“Jerusalem city center struggles to survive” by Aaron Lightner. (see resources).  
 
6. Guided Practice: Use NPR webcast and copies of the associated article. Students 
identify the author’s main points, author’s purpose and perspective, distinguish facts from 
opinions, and close with comparing the point of view from this item to the one from the 
day before. If additional guided practice is needed use opposing viewpoints. Students 
complete a new worksheet for each source. 
Note: It is important to alternate the two viewpoints.   
 
7. Check for Understanding: Ask students “What kind of information are you collecting 
from each article that you read?”  Answers might include title, author, facts, opinions, 
and so forth.  “Why do you need the “source” information (e.g. author, publication, 
title)?”  Answers – to give credit, avoid plagiarism, and to know its place in history / 
timeline.  “Why are you separating facts from opinions?” – to remove emotional appeals 
or influence; to be objective – and  “Which part is reveals the author’s purpose?” – both 
opinion, plus the selection of facts or dominance of data chosen to support viewpoint. 
 
8. Independent Practice:  Students should do at least two more items for independent 
practice, either as homework or as an in-class/computer lab assignment. If able to use the 
computer lab students may research via EBSCO Host or Opposing Viewpoints on the 
public library website (www.library.pima.gov) or the Jewish Telegraphic Agency at 
www.jta.org via the “Opinion” option.  Students keep all notes for the next activity. 
 
9. Culminating Activity:  Randomly assign students to opposing sides in a line debate. 
Advise students to study their notes the night before.   One side will argue the Israeli 
viewpoint and the other will argue the Palestinian viewpoint.  Teams may have 5 minutes 
to review and plan their strategy immediately before the debate. They may use their notes 
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to refresh their memories, but may not read from the page.  Each student has 30 seconds 
to make his/her point.  Each student will speak twice.  
 
10.  Assessment:  After students have completed the research, they answer the following 
questions in writing as a self-assessment of what they learned. 
         a.  What questions do you still have about the format/worksheet? 
         b.  What would you change about the worksheet? 
         c.  Why might you take notes on each source you read – even less useful ones?  
         d.  How does your student guide (Analyzing Information Text) help you to 
determine whether or not to trust a source?  
         e. What different questions or search terms did you use to find articles about the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict? 
         f.  How did our research help you to understand the pictures? 
         g.  What new questions were raised by your research?  
         h.  Can research be interesting? 
 
 
Note:  Two of the optional materials may be used to illustrate the how some Palestinian 
Israelis and Jewish Israelis choose to work together to create greater understanding.  The 
Noa and Miri Awad video is self-explanatory; while the “Arab Labor” clips require some 
set-up.  It should be the show is a satire and plays into the stereotypes.  It is written by an 
Arab but in Hebrew for an Israeli audience.  The music video by Dam, in contrast, shows 
the frustration and anger of Palestinians in a raw, direct way.  
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Resource # 2: Map of Israel 
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Resource # 4   (Arizona Social Studies Standards: S2, C1, PO 5 a-d) 
 
Student Guide:  Analyzing Informational Text 
 
For item that you read record the data requested below.   
Use this sample for in-class practice. 
 
1. ____________________________________________ Title of the article or book 
2. ____________________________________________ Author 
3. ____________________________________________ Publication Date 
4. _________________________________________ Other Publication Information 
5. _________________________________________ Primary or Secondary Source 
6. Author’s main points (thesis) 
 
 
 
7. Author’s purpose and perspective (claims and inferences) 
 
 
 
8. Factual statements quoted from the article 
 
 
 
 
 
9. Opinion statements quoted from the article 
 
 
 
 
 
10.  Considering the answers to # 6 – 9, does the author support his claims and 
inferences?  Explain using evidence.  
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Resource # 5:  “Graffiti Artists Decorate Bethlehem Barrier” Eric Westervelt, NPR,  
December 24, 2007  
 
      This Christmas season, a group of guerilla graffiti artists have gone to work in 
Bethlehem, the West Bank city where Christians believe Jesus Christ was born. 
Bethlehem's economy and tourism industry are in tatters. Palestinians blame this on 
Israeli checkpoints and on Israel's massive security barrier that now separates Bethlehem 
from Jerusalem.  This month, international and local artists used parts of that concrete 
barrier as their canvas.  An artist who calls himself "Sam 3" painted a long black 
silhouette of a man reclining. Nearby someone painted a giant boxing scene — Jake La 
Motta and Sugar Ray Robinson slug it out on the concrete. And a little farther down 
there's a silhouette of children riding an escalator up and over the wall.  
      Hassan Salama, an unemployed laborer, walks curiously along a garbage-strewn dirt 
road in north Bethlehem that hugs Israel's massive barrier. He looks at a painting of an 
enormous insect toppling colossal dominos that resemble the wall itself — and he cracks 
a slight smile.  "I don't understand what it means. But I like it!" he says.  
       Nearby, along a main road leading out of Bethlehem, the British guerilla graffiti 
artist who goes by the name "Banksy" has painted a picture of a little girl in a bright pink 
dress frisking an Israeli soldier. Farther down the road, the elusive artist depicts an Israeli 
soldier checking the ID of a donkey. And outside of Maha Sakar's store, a group of 
anonymous painters created a white dove, wearing a bulletproof vest, in the crosshairs of 
a gun.   "They tell me — don't tell anybody about their name. And I don't know exactly," 
says Sakar, regarding the identity of the artists.  Sakar, a Christian Palestinian, says some 
of the art didn't go over well with locals. She was a little offended by pieces involving 
donkeys. But Sakar says she likes much of the work and praises the artists for drawing 
attention to this downtrodden city.  
     Unemployment in Bethlehem remains staggeringly high. The West Bank economy is 
in ruins. Tourism actually has been up some in Bethlehem in the last three months, but is 
still nowhere near the pre-intifada tourism high, which topped nearly 1 million annual 
visitors in 2000. Manger Square, just days before Christmas, is all but empty — the 
nearby shops idle.  
     Israeli officials say the West Bank barrier, a 400-plus mile-long mix of cement walls, 
fencing and barbed wire, is vital to the Jewish state's security. They say it has thwarted 
many would-be Palestinian suicide bombers and saved lives.  
      Palestinians see the barrier as an illegal, unilateral border that has stolen Palestinian 
land and ruined their economy.  
     "It's important for international artists to come to Palestine and express the situation 
here in their art. And it's a start. You know we don't have art galleries in Palestine," says 
Palestinian painter and sculptor Souleiman Mansour. Mansour has several of his pieces in 
a makeshift exhibit in Manger Square across from the Church of the Nativity. The show, 
called "Santa's Ghetto," is linked to the graffiti art around the city.  Mansour says he's 
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against using the Israeli barrier as a canvas. "The wall should be used for nothing," he 
says, "It should come down." But Mansour praises the artists for raising awareness of 
Bethlehem's plight. "The situation here is very strange and contradictory and also 
absurd," he says. "And this is heaven for contemporary artists because they deal with 
these subjects."  
      The "Santa's Ghetto" art show and art auction in Manger Square, proceeds of which 
go to a children's charity, runs until Christmas Eve. The graffiti art on the wall and 
around the city could last far longer. On his Web site, Banksy encourages people to visit 
Bethlehem and to explore the art and the politics for themselves."If it's safe enough for a 
bunch of sissy artists," Banksy wrote, "then it's safe enough for anyone." 
   

  


